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It will be awhile before they tell you about it.
Folks who live in a small town, especially
one where you don’t see many people
coming through, they don’t like to talk
about things like this. They know what it
looks like, especially to someone who comes
from out of town-- a story as crazy as the
one they’re trying not to tell you.

But rest assured, they’ve got a story.

It’s the same in every small town across
America, even if the details are different. If
you spend enough time at the edge of town,
in the places where it’s easy to forget that
this is the Civilized World, you’ll hear about
the bridge where the Goat Man lives.

You’ll hear about La Llorona, maybe hear
her screams in the middle of the night,
down by the river. You’ll hear about the
lights, and the sounds, and the tracks in the
mud that don’t match to anything in the
wildlife pamphlets they give you at the
Welcome Center.

And the thing about the stories, is that
they’re as much a part of the town as the
dog-food factory, or the Oatmeal Festival,
or the statue in front of the VFW. Our
monsters, whatever else they may be, are
ours.

This is a game about our monsters.

What is this game?

CRYPTID is a collaborative storytelling
game about small-town legends. It’s about
making sense of the strange noises you hear
in a cornfield at night, or about the lights
that you can see in the burnt-out sugar
factory. In CRYPTID, players cooperate to
build their very own legendary figure that
stalks the edges of their home town
(wherever that town happens to be.)

Over the course of the game, the players
work together to establish “known facts” of
the cryptid, building the legend as these
legends are often built: with assumption,
deduction, and breathless eyewitness
accounts.

How to play CRYPTID

A game of CRYPTID begins with the Origin
phase.

Here, players use the tables provided to
create a small town for for their cryptid to
haunt. Then, the group will pick one player
(the Instigator) to roll on the provided tables
to generate the Cryptid itself. Once the
town is created and the Instigator has
created the Cryptid, it’s time for the FIRST
ENCOUNTER.

The First Encounter (an each subsequent
encounter) consists of one player as the
Cryptid, and one or more players as the
Witness (or witnesses.) Whoever is playing
the Cryptid assumes the role of the scene’s
narrator; using their pool of “Cryptid
Tokens,” they can complicate the Witness’
actions, or invoke some uncanny or
unnatural ability.

The Witness responds to the scene set by
the Cryptid’s player, using their own pool of
Witness tokens. The scene is over when the
Cryptid spends all of their tokens.

HERE, AT THE EDGE OF THE WORLD...
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Once the Witness has returned to
civilization, the game enters the Report
phase. In this phase, the Witness tells their
story to the Bystanders (that is, everyone
who did not participate in the scene.)
Together, the witnesses and the bystanders
try to establish and record concrete Facts
about the Cryptid (its features, its
motivation, and so on.)

After the Report is concluded, the next
player becomes the Cryptid. Using the Facts
as established in the Report as their guide,
the next Cryptid will roll on the scenario
table and reveal themselves to the next
unsuspecting Witness. The game is over
when every player has had an opportunity
to play the Cryptid.

So Who Won?

Cryptid isn’t about closure. If you look at
every instance of a cryptid in the real world,
there’s no such thing: Bigfoot remains
elusive, despite decades of searching. The
depths of Lake Champlain might still hide a
monster, even if the last recorded sighting
was decades ago.

And yet, the stories of these creatures
persist. The monsters we’ve seen at the
edges of our communities become a part of
our communities. We know who they are,
even if they don’t exist, because of the work
we’ve done to build them up, interpret
them, and examine them. They are us,
more than they’re a noise you hear in the
forest at night.

The game of Cryptid is made to build a
story with the people who are sitting at the
table. The idea is to build something in your
community, that is a reflection of your
community, however small it may be. To
make something together, and to share it. If
you’ve done that, you’ve won the game.

ORIGINS
Setting Up The Game

To play CRYPTID, a group needs two
specific things: a mysterious creature, and a
place for it to haunt. To that end, before
starting a game of CRYPTID, use the tables
provided to generate the characteristics of
the town (Landscape, Industry, and History.)
Roll 2d6 for each of the characteristics, and
together, interpret the results to create the
town. This will set the scene for the events
to come, and give some context for the
sightings of the Cryptid.

Once the town is complete, designate one
player as the Instigator. The Instigator is
responsible for generating the starting
characteristics of the Cryptid. Using the
tables provided, the Instigator will roll 2d6
once for each of the three characteristics
(Origin, Objective, and Attribute) and
record them on a sheet of scratch paper.
The Instigator should not show these to the
other players (rather, they should be
depicted in the First Encounter.) The
Instigator is responsible for portraying these
characteristics in the First Encounter; each
subsequent encounter is based on the Facts
that are established following the First
Encounter.

Where are we?

Any given Cryptid is inextricably linked to
the land it haunts. Bigfoot wouldn’t be
Bigfoot if it were in the swamps of Florida--
it would be the Skunk Ape. To create your
own small town, use the tables provided to
generate the following three characteristics:

Landscape describes the physical topography
of the town you’re playing in. Landscape
informs many aspects of the communities
and cultures that develop alongside it, just
as it establishes the areas where a given
Cryptidmay be lurking.
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Industry describes the type of economic life
a town may have, and as such, defines a
significant aspect of an area’s character.
Whether it’s raw resource production (ex.
logging, mining) or industrial (ex.
manufacturing, distribution), many towns
are physically defined by their economic
production.

History is an essential part of any small
town. Whether it’s remembered and
cherished or forgotten and ignored, the
events that made the town are an indelible
part of its character. Moreover (and more
relevant, perhaps, to this game) a town’s
history is the foundation of its folklore.

What was that?

The Cryptid is generated by using three
characteristics to create an image of this
mysterious being in themind of the players.
Each element ismeant to suggest the overall
shape without giving too many specifics. It
is up to the Cryptid (or rather, whoever is
playing them at any given moment) to use
these details to create a character, and how
that character behaves.

The Cryptid’s characteristics are as follows:

Attribute suggests the supernatural abilities
or features that the Cryptid possesses. Just
like the red, glowing eyes or wings of Point
Pleasant’s Mothman, or the blood-sucking
fangs of the Chupacabra, this is the physical
evidence of the Cryptid’s existence, or the
tools with which it influences the world.

Objective is the reason for the Cryptid’s
actions. The Objective provides both a
motivation and a concrete goal for the
behavior and choices of the player
portraying the Cryptid; what the Cryptid is
trying to do when they reveal themselves. In
terms of gameplay, this provides some basis
for the choices of the current Cryptid.

Origin is where the Cryptid came from,
either physically or metaphysically. This
informs the way the Cryptid manifests; this
is why La Llorona screams at night, or why
the Honey Island Monster leaves behind
those odd, three-toed footprints. Like each
of these characteristics, the true Origin may
never be known by the players.

YOU HEAR A RUSTLE IN THE BUSHES…
The Encounters
Encounters comprise the bulk of the
gameplay in Cryptid. This is late night walk,
or the early delivery. The drive to Lover’s
Lane, or the break-down by the side of the
road. This is the heart of every single
Cryptid story-- the chance encounter that
sparks a legend.

To create an encounter, the player who is
currently the Cryptid rolls 2d6 and consults
the “Scenario” table (see pg. 9) Then, the
player chooses a number of Witnesses
corresponding to the number required in
the scenario. Once a player has been a
Witness, they cannot be selected again until
every other player has been a Witness.

In gameplay terms, an Encounter plays very
much like a scene from a typical table-top
RPG. The current Cryptid acts as the game-
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obstacle into the Witnesses path, or to
portray a supernatural element of the
Cryptid.

Your primary method of interaction should
be portraying what you know of the Cryptid
in a compelling and memorable way: the
Cryptid can use anything the Witnesses and
Bystanders have previously established as
‘Facts’ as the toolbox for their encounter.
The only permanent rule is that the Cryptid
cannot touch the Witnesses. Otherwise, any
application of the ‘Facts’ as established
(within reason) is acceptable.

The powers, goals, or even the description
of the Cryptid may (and very well might)
change over the course of play, depending
on how the ‘Facts’ are portrayed and
interpreted by the witnesses and the
bystanders. Always use the most recent
Facts as your reference.

Cryptid Tips

- Remember the formula for good horror:
set-up, punch line. There’s a sound in the
forest before the Sasquatch charges. There’s
a chittering before you see the Moth Man.

- Show, don’t tell: describe the results, don’t
summarize the cause. Show the gashes in
the tree, don’t say how long the claws were.

master, describing the setting and the props,
and establishing the events and
consequences of the Witnesses actions.
They also control the actions of the Cryptid,
choosing when, where, and how to reveal
themselves to the Witnesses.

For their part, the Witnesses portray the
actions of individual characters. The
witnesses are typically regular people, with
mundane attributes. As such, there are no
character sheets or attributes for individual
witnesses. The witnesses simply react to the
situation as presented by the Cryptid, as
they would if it were happening to them in
real-life.

If there are instances of uncertainty or
conflict, a Witness or a Cryptid can spend a
token from their respective pools to
describe how the situation resolves itself in
their favor (see Tokens on pg. 5 for more
information.)

Regardless of the events of the scene, the
encounter ends when the Cryptid spends all
of their tokens.

The Cryptid
Playing the Cryptid is a unique challenge,
in that you must get the witnesses to believe
in you. Your responsibilities are…

Set the Scene. Tell the witness what they
see, and what happens as a result of their
actions. Where is the scene taking place?
What will the Witnesses see if they climb
that ridge, or open that door?

Be the Cryptid. Use the facts established
in the previous Report phase, and imagine
what the Cryptid would look like, or how it
would behave. Since the key to a good
cryptid story is tantalizing detail, be sure to
hide more than you show-- glowing red
eyes and a strange shadow in the trees is
plenty.

Use tokens! Tokens can be spent to
introduce a new element into the story of
the Cryptid, as well as to resolve
interactions. Spend a token to introduce an
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The Witnesses
As a witness, you are a player-character in
the scene. Using the prompt generated by
the Encounter table, you try to navigate the
circumstances presented by the Cryptid in
an effort to return safely to civilization (or,
if you feel particularly inclined, to follow
the Cryptid into the darkness.)

Your responsibilities are simple: Be a
regular person under these circumstances.
Do what a regular person might do. This
may be running in terror from the shrieks
and glowing eyes in the forest, or it may be
pursuing the fleeing shadow as it heads
towards the abandonedmine.

Ultimately, your goal is to learn about the
Cryptid, whether it’s through investigation
(and the use of Witness tokens) or simply by
surviving to tell the tale.

The Facts
The Facts, built by the Bystanders from the
Witnesses testimony, are an essential part of
the game. They’re also--purposefully--a
little open-ended. Just like in the real world,
witness testimony is often convoluted or
contradictory, and the information gained
from the breathless reports of flying
monsters is, at best, up for interpretation.

What qualifies as a ‘Fact?’ Succinctly,
anything that the bystanders can agree
upon about the Cryptid. If the case can be
made that it’s ten feet tall, then write that
down. If there’s some doubt (some element
from the previous encounter that suggests a
different explanation) then it isn’t a fact.
Approximations are acceptable, as long as
they’re attached to a concrete attribute or
action.

Both the details established in the ‘Facts’
and the number of ‘Facts’ are significant.
The details established provide the
characteristics the next player will use for
the Cryptid in their encounter, while the
number of facts established provide the
Witnesses with a corresponding number of
Tokens that they can use to affect the
outcome of the next scene.

Once they Bystanders are satisfied with the
Facts that they’ve established, pick another
Cryptid, roll another Encounter scenario,
and begin the process again.

The Tokens
Where other games might use dice to
resolve uncertainty in scenes, Cryptid uses
tokens. Both the player who is currently
acting as the Cryptid and the player(s) who
are acting as the Witnesses have their own
pools of tokens (Cryptid tokens and Witness
tokens, respectively.)

The Cryptid has a static pool of 4 tokens per
encounter. The Witnesses will start the
game with zero tokens, and add one to their
pool’s total for every Fact they are able to

The Report
Once the Cryptid player has spent all 4
Cryptid tokens, the game moves into the
Report phase.

In the Report phase, the Witnesses describe
their encounter to all of the players who did
not participate in the encounter. These
players (the Bystanders) can ask questions of
the Witness, such as what they saw or heard,
or what the cryptid was able to do (or what
it seemed like it was trying to accomplish.)
Then, based on their interpretation of this
testimony, the Bystanders establish the
‘Facts’ as they understand them, which will
provide the basis for the player portraying
the Cryptid in the next encounter.
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establish about the Cryptid. Both pools
refill at the beginning of each Encounter.

Tokens can be used in a number of ways.
Any time the outcome of an action is
uncertain (that is, something that would be
dangerous or harrowing to a given
character, or an action that has a significant
chance of failure) a witness can spend 1
token to automatically succeed. Likewise,
the Cryptid can spend 1 token to add a
complication to a Witness’ action, such as
crumbling bridge or a car that won’t start.

Additionally, tokens can be used to
introduce new props or set-pieces into the
scene (within reason.) A Witness can spend a
token to declare that they find a flashlight in
the glove box, or that there is a convenient
low branch in a nearby tree.

Finally, the Cryptid player can use their
tokens to invoke their uncanny or unnatural
abilities. How these abilities manifest is up
to the player, but--as with the rest of the
Cryptid’s manifestations--they should
correspond to the Facts as established in the
previous Report phases.

If there is disagreement over the use of a
token, the Bystanders can act as arbitrators.

A Legend Is Born

The game of Cryptid is over once every
player has had a chance to be the Cryptid.
Once the final encounter has been run, and
the final Report Phase has concluded, the
game ends with one final recounting of the
established Facts. This, then, is your
Cryptid.
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TABLES
To generate a town, a cryptid, and a
scenario, use the following tables. Each
individual table is constructed in two parts:
roll 1d6 for each column, and combine the
two results to provide a prompt, or
inspiration, for the element.

The elements on the tables are left
purposefully broad. By limiting the options
to one word (or a short phrase) each roll is
designed to provide just enough
information to give whoever happens to be
rolling a basis for their own interpretations.
Which is to say, these tables give you a
starting point, but the rest is up to you.

Attribute
SOMETHING IT DOES SOMETHING IT IS

1

2
3
4
5
6

Consumes

Follows

Imitates

Infiltrates

Dominates

Collects

Beautiful

Glowing

Scaly

Hairy

Flying

Slimy

THE CRYPTID

Objective
WHAT IT WANTS

1

2
3
4
5
6

Closure

Treasure

Justice

Sympathy

Food

Peace

Walk

Swim

Talk

See

Touch

Stop

WHAT IT CAN'T DO
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Origin
AN EMOTION

1

2
3
4
5
6

Fury

Sorrow

Regret

Anxiety

Secrecy

Joy

A Central Location

A Resource

An Object

An Event

A Wilderness

A Transgression

AN ANCHOR

Landscape
TERRITORY QUALITY

1

2
3
4
5
6

Plains

Swamp

Woodland

Mountains

Desert

Coast

Healthy

Spoiled

Wild

Tame

Empty

Suburban

THE TOWN

Industry
TYPE QUALITY

1

2
3
4
5
6

Natural Resource

Manufacturing

Processing

Government

Agriculture

Tourism

Booming

Stable

Symbiotic

Parasitic

Fading

Dead
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History
A QUALITY AN EVENT

1

2
3
4
5
6

Tragic

Hidden

Simmering

Peculiar

Idealistic

Dangerous

Death(s)

Division

Windfall

Catastrophe

Foundation

Desecration

WHERE (SETTING) WHO (NUMBER OF PLAYERS)

1

2
3
4
5
6

Lover's Lane

Hooligan's Hangout

Wasted Space

Deep in the Wilds

No Trespassing

Where You'd Least Expect

An Unreliable Witness (1)

Respectable Individual (1)

Looking for Privacy (1-2)

Authority Figure (1-2)

Miscreants (1-3)

Search Party (1-3)

THE SCENARIO

1
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